Data on replacement mutations in genes of disease patients exist in a variety of online resources. In addition, genome sequencing projects and individual gene sequencing efforts have led to the identification of disease gene homologs in diverse metazoan species. The availability of these two types of information provides unique opportunities to investigate factors that are important in the development of genetically based disease by contrasting long and short-term molecular evolutionary patterns. Therefore, we conducted an analysis of disease-associated human genetic variation for seven disease genes: the cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator, glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase, the neural cell adhesion molecule L1, phenylalanine hydroxylase, paired box 6, the X-linked retinoschisis gene and TSC2/tuberin. Our analyses indicate that disease mutations show definite patterns when examined from an evolutionary perspective. Human replacement mutations resulting in disease are overabundant at amino acid positions most conserved throughout the long-term history of metazoans. In contrast, human polymorphic replacement mutations and silent mutations are randomly distributed across sites with respect to the level of conservation of amino acid sites within genes. Furthermore, disease-causing amino acid changes are of types usually not observed among species. Using Grantham's chemical difference matrix, we find that amino acid changes observed in disease patients are far more radical than the variation found among species and in non-diseased humans. Overall, our results demonstrate the usefulness of evolutionary analyses for understanding patterns of human disease mutations and underscore the biomedical significance of sequence data currently being generated from various model organism genome sequencing projects.
INTRODUCTION
One central purpose of genome sequencing projects is to effect a better understanding of the genetics of disease and provide assistance with the identification of disease-associated genes (1) (2) (3) . However, many human mutation databases containing genetic variation found in disease patients already exist, and new databases and database entries are rapidly accumulating (4, 5) . Concomitant analysis of these two types of information provides unique opportunities to identify intrinsic attributes of disease-associated human genetic variation, leading to a better understanding of the relationship between mutations and the development of disease phenotypes.
Information contained in the alignments of homologous disease-associated genes has long been recognized as an important factor for understanding contemporary deleterious genetic variation in humans (4, 6) . For example, in a given set of homologous genes, a large fraction of amino acid sites will be conserved even among distantly related species that diverged hundreds of millions of years ago. Variations that arose at such positions throughout evolutionary history have evidently been under strong purifying selection and eliminated from populations, suggesting that the existing amino acid residues at invariant positions are critical for proper gene function. Thus, information from interspecific alignments can indicate amino acid residues in gene products that are likely to produce disease if mutated in humans. Likewise, some positions in protein sequences vary among species, and such variable sites may indicate positions that are under less severe selective constraints. These variable positions suggest sites where residue changes can be tolerated by natural selection and provide insights into the types of amino acids that can be freely exchanged without negatively impacting protein function.
Since the logic of these statements is often used by researchers to indicate the potential for an observed amino acid change to produce disease in humans (6-10), we conducted a study to directly evaluate the extent that interspecific sequence alignments reveal common attributes of the deleterious mutations observed in humans. We performed three types of analyses using disease mutation data and homologous gene sequences from seven disease-associated genes (Table 1 and Fig. 1 ): cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR), glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PD), neural cell adhesion molecule L1 (L1CAM), phenylalanine hydroxylase (PAH), paired box 6 (PAX6), the X-linked retinoschisis gene and a gene associated with tuberous sclerosis (TSC2). First, we determined the association between the prevalence of disease mutations and the extent to which corresponding amino acid sites in other species have been conserved throughout the evolutionary history of metazoans. Secondly, we compared the frequency of a given type of amino acid change in disease patients to frequencies obtained from interspecific comparisons. Finally, we compared the chemical property differences of amino acid changes seen among species and non-diseased humans with those observed in disease patients.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The association of disease mutations and evolutionarily conserved amino acid residues
A null hypothesis describing the distribution of human genetic variation among amino acid sites in a gene can be generated assuming that point mutations occur randomly throughout that gene. If a set of mutations found in a population is representative of the random mutational process, then the number of mutations observed at a given type of site in a gene should be proportional to the frequency with which sites of that type appear in a sequence. Using information from interspecific comparisons, we tested the null hypothesis that disease-associated replacement mutations are randomly distributed among different classes of amino acid sites which were determined based on their variability among extant metazoans. This analysis permits a direct assessment of statements suggesting that disease mutations are more common at evolutionarily conserved residues. If we do not reject the null hypothesis of random association for a set of disease mutations, then mutations at conserved sites are no more important than those at variable sites for the development of the disease phenotype. In contrast, analyses will illustrate the importance of replacement mutations at conserved sites if the null hypothesis is rejected due to an overabundance of disease mutations at conserved positions and a deficiency at variable amino acid sites.
This analysis was performed for the sets of mutations obtained from each of the seven disease mutation databases examined. Type I and types II, III and IV mutations found in G6PD were analyzed in separate data sets. For comparison purposes, we also tested the sets of polymorphic replacement mutations and silent mutations obtained from the CFTR and TSC2 databases. Our analyses revealed that the mutations observed in disease patients are not randomly distributed across sites in genes. Instead, with the exception of the analysis of less severe types II, III and IV mutations to G6PD, significantly more mutations were observed at invariant amino acid positions than expected by chance alone (Fig. 2) . All other sites in the genes examined, even those that have experienced a single amino acid substitution over evolutionary history, showed reduced numbers of disease mutations. Polymorphic human replacement mutations and silent mutations in CFTR and TSC2 were distributed at random with respect to the level of conservation of amino acid sites in the gene (Fig. 3) , as were the types II, III and IV mutations to G6PD (Fig. 2) . This overall pattern illustrates that disease-associated mutations are only a subset of the full complement of random mutations that may occur in a gene. These subsets mainly encompass mutations at conserved residues and reflect the evolutionary constraints placed on coding regions of genes, as the proper function of a given gene product likely requires specific amino acids at certain positions of the protein. Mutations to those residues have severe phenotypic consequences, Figure 2 . Observed (black bars) and expected (gray bars) numbers of disease-causing replacement mutations at amino acid sites that have experienced different numbers of substitutions among species. With the exception of types II, III and IV mutations in G6PD, all of the remaining genes display significant deviations from random expectations. CFTR, χ 2 (5 df) = 60.50, P < 0.001; G6PD type I mutations, χ 2 (5 df) = 17.11, P < 0.005; G6PD types II, III and IV mutations, χ 2 (5 df) = 4.43, P = 0.489; L1CAM, χ 2 (3 df) = 11.09, P < 0.005; PAH, χ 2 (3 df) = 46.74, P < 0.001; PAX6: χ 2 (4 df) = 26.31, P < 0.001; RS1, χ 2 (2 df) = 32.10, P < 0.001; TSC2, χ 2 (3 df) = 10.13, P < 0.05.
thus bringing the patients in question to the attention of clinicians. Our analyses also revealed in some instances (for example, CFTR, L1CAM, RS1, and TSC2) relatively large numbers of disease mutations at sites that vary among species (Fig. 2) . However, the vast majority of the disease mutations found at variable alignment positions occur at sites that have undergone single substitutions in the phylogenetic lineages least related to humans. For example, of the six type I G6PD disease mutations observed at sites that have changed once among the species analyzed, five occur at positions that have mutated in fish, Drosophila or Caenorhabditis elegans. Likewise, we observed 79% of the CFTR disease mutations, 93% of the L1CAM mutations, and all of the RS1 mutations in oncechanged sites at alignment positions that differ from humans only in fish lineages. Similarly, of the TSC2, PAH and PAX6 disease mutations found at once-changed sites, 91, 99 and 100%, respectively, occur at positions that vary only in the invertebrate sequences analyzed. Therefore, the majority of the amino acids that can produce disease mutations are conserved, at least among mammals. While the inclusion of distantly related species in analyses may seem to provide counterintuitive results (and result in the observation of disease mutations at variable sites), it is important to note that from a statistical perspective, the amino acid variation introduced through the inclusion of distantly related species is critical if one is to address the influence of evolutionary history on contemporary patterns of disease mutations. Without the genetic variation observed from the inclusion of non-mammalian species, insufficient information is available to generate counts of disease mutations at non-conserved sites for analysis purposes. Thus, we recommend using as many orthologous gene sequences as possible from both closely and distantly related metazoan species to better understand the degree with which gene sites have been conserved throughout evolutionary history. We did not reject the null hypothesis in our analyses of polymorphic replacement and silent mutations in CFTR and TSC2, indicating that these sets of mutations were randomly distributed with respect to the level of conservation of amino acid sites (Fig. 3 ). However, it should be noted that the biological relevance of this pattern is not equivalent for each mutation type. In the case of silent mutations, the random association of mutations with sites is a reflection of their selectively neutral nature. Silent mutations may occur anywhere in a coding region without affecting the protein product and, barring any significant codon usage bias (11, 12) , should show minimal effects on an organism's phenotype. However, the random distribution of polymorphic replacement mutations may indicate the presence of slightly deleterious amino acid changes in these genes. Since invariant positions in a sequence alignment suggest positions that are critical for proper protein function, only variable sites indicate positions where residue changes are likely tolerated due to relaxed selection constraints. Recent studies of CFTR have in fact revealed mutations that, while not responsible for the development of cystic fibrosis, are instead putatively associated with less severe disease phenotypes such as asthma, disseminated brochiectasis or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (9, 10, 13, 14) . Several of the mutations reported in patients of these diseases were found in our list of polymorphic amino acid changes obtained from the cystic fibrosis mutation database, and many of these mutations occur at fully conserved alignment positions. Thus, the random distribution of sets of CFTR and TSC2 polymorphic replacement mutations may suggest the presence of recently evolved random replacement mutations that have relatively mild, albeit deleterious, phenotypic consequences. Perhaps only those mutations found at variable positions are truly selectively neutral. The remainder, specifically those found at conserved sites, may be eliminated by natural selection over long-term evolutionary history. Based on the calculation of amino acid sequence alignment profile scores, among other criteria, Sunyaev et al. (15) predicted that ∼20% of the non-synonymous single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in humans are to some extent deleteriou. In their study, alignment scores quantified the agreement of amino acids found at each site within a set of homologous sequences. Any observed human amino acid that changed the site-specific score beyond a set threshold was interpreted to be damaging to the protein. Likewise, Notaro et al (16) . compiled all available sequence data from bacteria to vertebrates and plants for G6PD. Based on the calculation of amino acid similarities of other extant organisms with humans, they concluded that more mutations than expected are found at moderate to highly conserved sites; however, fewer mutations were seen at fully conserved residues among the 52 species analyzed. The authors suggested that mutations at fully conserved sites may be lethal, thus accounting for their relative absence in data sets, while those at moderately conserved sites are more likely to produce the observed disease phenotype in patients. If such an interpretation is correct, then we overestimated the number of fully conserved sites among species by restricting our analyses to metazoans. However, including such a wide variety of species in analyses can be problematic, as amino acid variation observed among ancient phylogenetic lineages may be correlated with functional differences in gene products. Thus, the inclusion of such distantly related species in analyses may inappropriately indicate amino acid variation at sites that are critical to the function of the gene in humans and result in an underestimate of the number of fully conserved sites within metazoan or mammalian lineages.
While the interspecific comparison approaches of Notaro et al. (16) and Sunyaev et al. (15) address the prevalence of deleterious mutations at evolutionary conserved sites, we note that both suffer technical problems relative to our approach of estimating numbers of substitution events via phylogenetic analyses. First, the similarity based approach (16) will overestimate the variability of a given site because an identical residue may appear in multiple species of a phylogenetic lineage, indicating that it also was present in the common ancestor. This means that a single substitution at a given site may be counted multiple times depending on the species sampled for analyses. It has long been recognized that species cannot be treated as independent observations for use in statistical analyses (17) , as groups of species within phylogenetic lineages share common attributes (such as amino acid sequences) due to their common ancestry. However, our approach to quantifying interspecific variation makes use of known phylogenetic relationships to naturally account for the correlated amino acid changes that appear among related organisms. In addition, the quantification of amino acid similarities tends to result in large ranges of values that need to be arbitrarily clustered to form groups for analysis purposes. Such grouping is not necessary when using tree-based statistics, as the actual count of the number of substitutions provides a natural classification (Figs 2 and 3) . Secondly, when considering the alignment profile score approach (15) , researchers need to establish an arbitrary criterion to eliminate closely related sequences [set at 95% similar or more in the study by Sunyaev et al. (15) ] from analyses to avoid overly influencing the site-specific alignment score. The inclusion of excessive closely related sequences would make the site-specific scores indicate highly conserved residues when in fact the relative lack of variation is due to the inclusion of recently diverged lineages that have not had sufficient time to accumulate amino acid changes. In contrast, our phylogenetic approach permits the use of all available sequence data, even those from species closely related to humans (Materials and Methods).
Frequencies and chemical differences of amino acid changes
It is well known that the relative rates of substitution are not uniform for different pairs of amino acids. This is clearly illustrated by matrices such as PAM (18) and BLOSUM (19) that provide information on the frequency with which a given amino acid is substituted for another over the long term evolutionary history of a large number of proteins. Our analyses showed that both the type and frequency of a given amino acid change differs considerably between those observed in disease patients and those found among species. Scatterplots of the frequencies of each type of change revealed no correlation between mutations observed in disease patients and those derived from the PAM matrix or directly observed among species in our main set of seven disease genes ( Fig. 4A and B) . However, estimated frequencies of changes obtained from the PAM matrix and interspecific comparisons of the seven disease genes were highly correlated (r = 0.87; Fig. 4C ), illustrating that both sources of data provide similar information. Figure 5 shows in more detail the differences between the amino acid substitutions observed among species and changes commonly found in disease patients. For example, in the set of amino acid changes involving glutamic acid (E), the most common substitution among species is an aspartic acid (D). The disease-associated mutation data set, in contrast, shows changes that most often involve lysine (K) (Fig. 5) . Likewise, phenylalanine→tyrosine changes (F→Y) are commonly observed among species. However, this change was never seen among the 1004 disease-associated mutations analyzed. We note that these types of trends are not due to the limited sampling of disease mutations from only seven genes. To illustrate this, we computed amino acid change frequencies from an extensive collection of 10 262 disease-associated replacement mutations observed in a wide variety of disease genes. These frequencies, which were calculated from data obtained at the Human Gene Mutation Database (HGMD; 20,21), were highly correlated with disease associated amino acid change frequencies observed in our main set of seven genes (r = 0.86; Fig. 4D ). Overall, this finding illustrates that there is a general pattern to the types of amino acid changes seen in disease patients and that they are not of the types accepted by natural selection over long term evolutionary history.
A logical explanation for the lack of correlation between interspecific and disease-associated amino acid substitution frequencies ( Fig. 4A and B) is that differences in the chemical properties of disease-associated amino acid changes are larger than those generally tolerated by natural selection. Many researchers have noted the similar physicochemical properties of the amino acids commonly substituted among species. This has been demonstrated through the use of multiple different measures of the chemical differences of amino acids (22) (23) (24) and through analyses based on the assignment of residues to categories based on common shared characteristics (25) . Studies such as these illustrate that variation in the rate of substitution of different pairs of amino acids over the longterm history of species is in part due to negative selection against amino acid changes to residues with dramatically different chemical properties. While there are many coarse classifications of amino acid residues, the single most informative residue grouping is unknown. In addition, while it is seemingly logical to label a set of possible amino acid changes as 'conservative', the alternative label of 'radical' has no quantitative component and does not accurately reflect the severity of the amino acid change. Therefore, we used the chemical difference matrix of Grantham (26) , a multivariate combination of residue side chain composition, polarity and volume differences, to quantify the severity of amino acid changes.
Our analyses revealed that amino acid changes associated with the development of a disease phenotype are on average more radical (larger chemical difference) than the types of amino acid changes that are observed in interspecific comparisons of species (Table 2) . In all cases, chemical differences for disease-associated mutations in humans were significantly greater than those observed for amino acid changes among species. Scores for human polymorphic amino acid changes in CFTR and TSC2 were likewise significantly less than scores observed for disease-associated amino acid changes; in both cases, values for the polymorphic human variation were statistically indistinguishable from the amino acid substitutions observed among species (Table 2 ). In the case of G6PD, we found no significant differences between type I and types II, III and IV disease mutations. However, the average for the less severe mutation types was noticeably lower than that seen for the more severe type I mutations. Mean values for both disease mutation classes of G6PD were significantly greater than those observed for amino acid changes among species. Thus, interspecific amino acid substitutions are to some extent constrained by selection against mutated residues with dramatically different properties, and the presence of a dramatically different mutated amino acid in humans is therefore more likely to be associated with disease. Grantham's chemical difference matrix itself is negatively correlated with the relative amino acid substitution frequency matrix of McLachlan (27) , further indicating that changes to dissimilar residues are rarely tolerated by natural selection. Likewise, Krawczak et al. (28) showed that Grantham's measure is correlated with the clinical observation likelihood of disease patients, indicating that individuals with mutant amino acid residues quite different from the wild-type are more likely to come to the attention of clinicians.
Although we observed no significant overabundance of less severe types II, III and IV mutations in G6PD at conserved sites (Fig. 2) , chemical difference scores for these mutations were on average greater than those observed among species, but less severe than those associated with type I mutations. In this case, it appears that the mild phenotypic consequences of these changes are mainly due to the mutated residue's radical chemical properties relative to the wild-type rather than a tendency towards the disruption of a presumably critical amino acid residue. Miyata et al. (24) have also demonstrated that the chemical differences of human hemoglobin mutations resulting in severe and mild hemolytic anemia were greater than those expected by chance, and average differences for mutations producing severe phenotypes were likewise greater than those that produce milder forms.
Polymorphic amino acid changes in CFTR and TSC2 were commonly observed, albeit not in excess, at invariant sites in the sequence alignments (Fig. 3) . While information from the alignments suggests that such mutations are deleterious, the chemical difference scores for polymorphic mutations in these data sets are on average no different from those observed among species ( Table 2 ), indicating that the types of amino acid changes seen in these non-diseased individuals should be functionally compatible with the structure of the protein. The width of the symbols is proportional to the relative frequency of a given amino acid change. Diamonds indicate amino acid changes that cannot be observed as a result of a single base mutation. Horizontal and vertical lines across the graph denote groups of amino acids with relatively similar properties, thus, residue changes to an amino acid with similar properties are found along diagonal elements of the grid.
Indeed, 14 of the polymorphic CFTR mutations and eight of the polymorphic TSC2 mutations observed at invariant or once-changed sites have chemical difference scores <50, well below the average score for amino acid substitutions observed among species. Thus, in some instances, the 'conserved' sites where human polymorphism is observed may indicate less critical residues that, by chance alone, appear to be invariant based on the reference sequences used in analyses. These positions could likewise vary among unanalyzed individuals of the other species or vary among species that were not analyzed. In comparison, a total of seven polymorphic CFTR and two polymorphic TSC2 mutations from our data sets have chemical difference scores >100. Perhaps, of the polymorphic variation analyzed, it is the mutations with the most radical amino acid changes that are most likely to be removed from populations over long term evolutionary history.
CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that disease-associated amino acid changes in humans differ from human polymorphic changes or variation seen among species in several ways. First, disease-associated amino acid changes are overabundant at conserved residues, thus illustrating the critical importance of such sites for proper gene function. Secondly, the types of amino acid changes producing disease are not likely to be similar to the types of amino acid substitutions commonly observed among species. Chemical differences of these uncommon disease-associated amino acid changes are more radical than the commonly encountered polymorphic amino acid variation found in humans or permitted by natural selection throughout evolutionary history. In some respects, the analyses conducted here are analogous to the many commonly employed procedures that use patterns of within and among species variation to elucidate the relative importance of neutral versus selective (purifying or positive) processes in the evolution of genes (29) (30) (31) . In our case, the comparison of intraspecific diseaseassociated genetic variation and variation observed among species reveals several common trends and shows that comparative molecular analyses are directly applicable to the deleterious genetic variation found in humans. Thus, researchers should strive to obtain homologous gene sequences from both closely and distantly related species to obtain an evolutionary perspective towards the level of conservation of amino acid sites in disease associated genes and the types of amino acid changes that have been permitted in a given gene over time. The identification of disease gene homologues from the annotated genomes of organisms such as Drosophila, C.elegans, Takifugu, mouse and rat, will likely provide this evolutionary context for a wide variety of human genetic disorders.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data acquisition
Using available information from online databases, we obtained data for single base pair replacement mutations observed in seven disease-associated genes (Table 1) . Each entry in the databases contained information on a nucleotide position, a reference nucleotide typically observed in humans at that position, and the nucleotide residue observed at that position in a disease patient. Based on nucleotide position information, we excluded all point mutations that occurred in non-coding regions, termination codons or those mutations from the database whose reference nucleotide could not be reconciled with a reference human gene sequence obtained from GenBank. Not all of the databases examined contained information on the observation frequencies of a given mutation. Therefore we included each mutation only once in our analyses to ensure that comparable data were present for each disease gene. In addition, the elimination of frequency information prevented bias in our results towards the properties of commonly observed mutations over those less frequently reported for a specific genetic disease. CFTR and TSC2 databases also contained information on 'polymorphic' replacement (presumably non-disease associated) and silent mutations in sufficient quantities for analysis. In the case of G6PD, information on the severity of the disease phenotype was also available (32) , which permitted us to analyze severe (type I) mutations resulting in chronic non-spherocytic hemolytic anemia and less severe (types II, III and IV) mutations resulting only in enzyme deficiencies separately. In total, we examined 1004 disease-associated replacement mutations, 50 polymorphic replacement mutations and 94 silent mutations (Table 1) . We further obtained complete GenBank reference cDNA sequences for human and other metazoan species for each of the disease-associated genes (Fig. 1) . cDNA sequences were aligned at the amino acid level using Clustal X (33). 
Determining the association between disease mutations and evolutionarily conserved sites
We performed a test to determine whether human disease mutations are more common at evolutionarily conserved amino acids than expected by chance. Interspecific variability (i.e. degree of conservation) was quantified by calculating the minimum number of amino acid substitutions that have occurred at each amino acid site throughout the evolutionary history of the given gene. This process was performed for each position using the algorithm of Fitch (34) assuming the tree topologies given in Figure 1 . Alignment gaps in the human reference sequences were excluded from analyses since they provide no information about mutations that may occur in disease patients. However, human disease mutations were in a few instances observed at alignment positions containing gaps in some of the other species analyzed. In these cases, alignment gaps were treated as 21st amino acid states. Overall, this parsimony procedure provides information on the relative extent that amino acid variation has been tolerated at different sites in each gene while simultaneously accounting for shared amino acids observed within phylogenetic lineages. Ideally, parsimony is best suited for the analysis of slow evolving genes where there is no need to account for multiple hits. In other instances, we recommend the use of maximum likelihood (ML) methods in conjunction with the known phylogenetic tree to obtain counts of numbers of substitutions at each amino acid site. In this case we estimate r j , the relative evolutionary rate of site j, under a gamma distribution of rate heterogeneity (35) and a Poisson (or PAM) model of amino acid substitution, and rescale each r j such that Σ r j =1. Given the total number of substitutions per site of the tree (S) and the sequence length (L), the estimated number of substitutions at site j is S j = r j × S × L (35) . For the genes examined here, estimated counts derived from the parsimony procedure described above and from ML-based analyses as implemented in PAML (36) were highly correlated (r ≥ 0.987 for all genes). Thus, we rely on the parsimony-based results in the analyses that follow, as the estimates are discrete integer values that provide a convenient means of classifying individual sites in genes based on their variability. If n i is the observed number of amino acid sites in the alignment that have undergone i substitutions throughout evolutionary history and N is the total number of amino acid sites in the gene, then under the null hypothesis of random association we expect to observe the fraction n i /N of the human mutations in a sample at sites that have undergone i substitutions. Thus, the expected number of human mutations at sites of type i is
where D is the total number of mutations in the data set, given by , and D i obs is the observed number of human mutations at sites that have experienced i substitutions. Deviations of observed values from expectations for each gene can be evaluated through the use of χ 2 tests with i degrees of freedom where
Frequencies of different amino acid changes in diseaseassociated mutations and interspecific comparisons
We generated four data sets to explore the null hypothesis that frequencies of different types of amino acid changes associated with disease are comparable to those observed among species. We first tabulated the frequencies of all 1004 disease-associated amino acid changes seen in the seven databases analyzed. Based on the observed counts N ij of mutations from residues i to j, we calculated the relative frequency of mutations from residues i to j as (3) where the summation involves only the set of k amino acid changes from residue i that are possible as a result of a single nucleotide mutation. Secondly, we calculated M ij 's for amino acid substitutions observed among species based on the combined analysis of the interspecific alignments for each of the seven disease genes. To keep frequency data comparable to those found in the disease mutation data set, only amino acid changes that could arise via single nucleotide substitutions were considered in analyses. Furthermore, each amino acid change from residue i to j at a given site in the alignment was counted only once to account for the common ancestry of residues within phylogenetic lineages. For the third data set, we modified the PAM-1 matrix (18) to obtain information on accepted point mutation frequencies from more generalized sets of homologous proteins. The PAM matrix provides instantaneous transition probabilities for all possible pairs of amino acid substitutions. Thus, we treated the probability of change from amino acid i to amino acid j as a frequency and recalculated new relative frequencies as described above, again considering only the set of amino acid changes that can result from a single base pair substitution. Finally, we used equation 3 to compute M ij 's for an extensive collection of 10 262 disease-associated replacement mutations obtained from the HGMD (20, 21) . This information permitted us to evaluate the extent to which disease mutations observed in a large set of disease genes are comparable to those observed in our main set of seven genes. To better understand differences in the types of amino acid changes seen among disease patients and among species, we generated simple visual depictions of the frequencies of each type of amino acid change to compare disease data to interspecific derived data. Likewise, we constructed scatterplots to evaluate the correlation of the frequencies of each type of amino acid change among data sets.
Characterizing amino acid property differences
Using Grantham's chemical difference matrix (26) , we tested the null hypothesis of no difference in chemical properties among disease-associated amino acid changes, human polymorphic amino acid variation and amino acid variation observed among species for each disease gene. Because our human mutation data sets contained information on single nucleotide mutations, only a subset of the 380 possible amino acid changes could have been observed. Thus, as with our analysis of the frequencies of different amino acid changes, we only analyzed amino acid changes among species that could have been the result of a single nucleotide mutation and scored each type of amino acid change seen at a site once to account From the chemical distance scores, we used a non-parametric Kruskal-Wallace test to determine if significant overall differences existed among the sets of human and interspecific amino acid changes. Scores for CFTR and TSC2 were further subjected to Mann-Whitney U tests post hoc to determine where the significant differences lie among the disease associated, human polymorphic, and interspecific scores. This same procedure was used for comparisons of type I mutations, types II, III and IV mutations and interspecific mutation scores in G6PD. These analyses were conducted using SPSS 10.0 (SPSS Inc, 1999).
